
Handling short instructions for

Wireless around the controller

Commissioning of ALF-UA
ALF-UA creates a WIFI network with the SSID "ALF-UA" and automatically assigns an IP-address via DHCP
for the WIFI-participants who connect to the device. 
Connect laptop/notebook to this WIFI-network, the respective PC is assigned an IP-address from the subnet
192.168.2.xxx.
If you need a different subnet for the connected controller, you can change the subnet after connecting the PC
and ALF-UA:

– Connect PC to ALF-UA via WIFI 

– Open the ALF-UA-website with a browser and IP address 192.168.2.1 

– User name: admin
Password: admin

– Menu „network“ => „AP router“ => „LAN“ => „router IP“ enter the desired subnet 
The changes are accepted by clicking on the diskette symbol 

– After a restart, the device is available with the new parameters 

– Rebuild the WIFI-connection of PC and ALF-UA 

Connect the respective control/machine to the LAN port of the ALF-UA with a patch cable. Now that the PC and
ALF-UA have been connected, the machine can be reached "wirelessly" and you can communicate.
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Under the web-address https://www.process-informatik.de are product specific
documentations or software-driver/-tools available to download.

If you have questions or suggestions about the product, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



PLC coupling S5 and S7

Data-processing/-recording of PLC-data?
 Data-logging of recorded process-values in a DB writing or read out in the connected
PLC via network, thanks to RFC1006-communication i n the devices is nothing in the
way.
 Even accesses to flags (individual bits of the words) are possible at any time. Configure
the data via the integrated web-server that gets target-PLC or returns the necessary-data.
 If the PLC does not have an Ethernet-port, with optional adapters, enable this
communication:

 	* S5 over S5-LAN++
 	* S7-PPI/MPI/Profibus over S7-LAN

Profinet life cycle monitoring and alarming

Identify impending failures in your Profinet.
Creeping aging will be displayed to you very detailed.
The Profinet-Watchdog give you the change to react before something happens.



PD-interface of the S5-PLC already occupied

Your PD-interface of the S5-PLC is already occupied with a panel and you should
accomplish program modifications without removing the panel? No problem, connect the
Multiplexer one-time to the PLC and then connect the panel and also your PC to the
Multiplexer. Now you can work parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the
operation of the panel. You can even work with 2 programming devices simultaneously,
2x open the same block, only changes which are stored at last will be finally stored in the
PLC. Also ideal for trainings purposes if PLC's with IO´s are scare goods.
 The 24V-version is ideal for control-cabinet-installation due to the smaller footprint. A
universal multiplexer no matter what you connect at the two PG-sockets, both participants
communicate parallel with the control.

Operation on DSL-cable-modem

You are looking for a device which can be operated even with DSL? No problem, just
plug in your TELE-router to a DSL cable modem, enter the parameters relating to the
access data into the device and you are connected to Internet.


